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The Goals of the
National Industrial Scale Association

Promote a better understanding of the importance and scope of the scale 
industry by the public, thus furthering the welfare of those engaged in 
weights and measures activities

E   ncourage proper observance of requirements and regulations pertain-
ing to the operation, business and practices of industrial weighing.

Work for cooperation and understanding between the scale industry 
and the regulatory community.

Provide a forum for the exchange of information on the technology and 
application of industrial scales.

Coordinate and implement lawful collective action for the improvement 
of industrial weighing to the mutual benefit of industry, users, the  
regulatory community, manufacturers of weighing equipment and the 
general public.

Copyright 2014 
National Industrial Scale Association, 35 Stonington Place, Marietta, GA 30068

All rights reserved. No part of this work covered by the copyright herein may be reproduced or used in any 
form or by any means including electronic, photocopying, mechanical, graphical, recording, taping, or  
information storage and retrieval systems without written permission from the National Industrial Scale  
Association.

National Industrial Scale Association is not responsible for statements or opinions in this publication.

NISA membership is $85.00 per year; foreign membership $100.00 US. Technical publications and newsletters 
included in membership fee. Non-member − back issues of technical publications $25.00 each.
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Past Presidents of the  
National Industrial Scale Association

1986 - 1988
E. Joe Lloyd, Jr.

CXS Transportation Company

1988 - 1990
W.G. GeMeiner

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad

1990 - 1991
Steven J. Beitzel

Systems Assocates, Inc.

1991 - 1992
John J. Robinson

Association of American Railroads

1992 - 1993
Peggy L. Cunningham

Virginia Electric Power Company

1993 - 1994
Max Casanova

Ramsey Technologies, Inc.

1994 - 1995
Bob Brumbaugh

Systems Associates, Inc.

1995 - 1996
Shawne Hawkins

ABC Scale

1996 -1997
Bill McHale

Kanawha Scales and Systems

1997 - 1998
Dave Quinn
Fairbanks Scales

1999 - 2000
Dennis Davis

Norfolk Southern Co.

2000 - 2001
Joe Geisser

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

2001 - 2002
Mike Smith

Cardinal Scale and Mfg. Company

2002 - 2003
Ed Luthy

Breckbuhler Scales

2003 - 2004
John Holleman

Systems Associates, Inc.

2004 - 2005
Dennis Fox

Central Illinois Scale Company

2005 - 2006
Bubba Buchhorn

A-1 Scale Company

2006 - 2007
Steve Shelton
Scale Systems, Inc.

2007 - 2008
Eric Boggs

Mettler-Toledo, LLC

2008 - 2009
Bill Murphy

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

2009 - 2010
Jay Visco

VPG Transducers

2010 - 2011
John Fowler

Retired

2011 - 2012
Mike Powers

Central Illinois Scale Company

2012 - 2013
Kevin McFadden

Mettler-Toledo, LLC
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Officers

Kevin McFadden
President
Kevin has been working in the weighing industry for 9 years. He currently is the R&D Group Leader for 
the Consultative Products business for Mettler-Toledo, specializing in solutions such as Vehicle Weigh in 
Motion (WIM), Rail Coupled in Motion (CIM), and OEM product development. Prior to this, Kevin worked in 
the semiconductor equipment and automotive manufacturing industries. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Engineering from The Ohio State University and a Master’s in Management of Technology from Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute. Kevin and his wife Leslie live in Westerville, Ohio with their 2 daughters. His hobbies 
include cycling, hiking, hunting, cooking and travel.

Gary Young
Vice President
Gary Young began his scale career in 
1984 at Ohio Valley Scale in Wheeling, 
WV, a company founded in 1967 by his 
father Alan young. He joined his broth-
er Brad (President) and brother-in-law 
Mark Lichwa (Service Manager), both 

of whom had already been working in the field for many years. 
Gary began in sales and helped develop the Pittsburgh territory. 
He is currently Vice-President and serves as Quality and Safety 
Manager for the company. He has a degree in economics from 
American University and an MBA from Waynesburg University. He 
is a member of Rotary International, serves on teh Association of 
American Railroads AREMA Committee 34, and has been twice 
elected to the Pennsylvania State Republican Committee. He has 
four children, and is currently taking banjo lessons. He competed 
in his first triathlon last year, loves to go canoe camping, hiking 
and biking. he is a trip leader for Venture Outdoors in Pittsbugh.

Bill Ripka
Program Chairman
Bill Ripka a native and lifelong resident 
of St. Paul, MN and is currently the North 
America service and customer support 
manager for the bulk material handling 
equipment manufactured by Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, formerly known in the 

industry as “Ramsey.”  He has been in the weighing industry for 34 
years with duties ranging from manufacturing, QA and product 
application engineering to service /customer support.

Bob Feezor
Secretary/Treasurer
Bob retired from Norfolk Southern Rail-
road where he began a thirty-year career 
as the first Electronic Scale Inspector in 
the country. He ended his railroad career 
with over twenty years of service as Su-
perintendent of Scales. Before joining the 

railroad, he learned his electronic skills courtesy of the U.S. Navy, 
and worked for Streeter Amet as a field engineer for several years. 
Bob is currently owner of Scale Consulting and Testing (SCAT), 
and resides with his wife Denise in Marietta, GA

Mike Powers
Past President
A life-long native of Illinois, Mike 
graduated from Illinois State Univer-
sity in 1980 with a BS degree in AG 
Business. He spent his first few years 
after graduation in the insurance busi-
ness, and in 1986 began his sales and 

service career in the scale industry. He joined Central Illinois Scale 
in 2002 as a sales representative in its Bartonville, Ill. office. Mike’s 
professional affiliations include NISA and ISWM. He attained the 
ISWM Certified Sales Specialist designation in 2004. Mike and his 
wife Dana reside in Peoria, Ill., and he has two grown stepchildren 
and four grandchildren. In his spare time he enjoys reading, golf 
and being a fan of most spectator sports.
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Directors

Dennis Fox
Dennis Fox has been in the scale 
industry for 40 years. His scale 
career started as service technician 
with Central Illinois Scale Com-
pany in 1973. In 1975 he moved to 
Alaska and worked there until 1979 
as a scale technician for a Toledo 
distributor that serviced the entire 

state. In 1979 he returned to Central Illinois Scale as 
service manager, then as serving as Vice President of 
Sales and Operations and Quality Manager, becoming 
co-owner in 1999. He also became an owner and Vice 
President of a local Culligan Water distributorship in 
2000, providing sales and service of water condition-
ing equipment and maintaining a bottling facility 
for producing purified drinking water. His member-
ships include ISWM (International Society of Weigh-
ing and Measurement), NCWM (National Conference 
of Weights and Measures), and IBWA (International 
Bottled Water Association. Dennis lives in Danville, 
IL with Geri, his wife of 32 years, with whom he has 3 
married children – Ryan, Kyle, Keri – and two grand-
sons, Ethan and Hayden. He and Geri spend most of 
their free time traveling and exploring the country-
side.

Norman Brucker
Norm Brucker started his career 
with Fairbanks Scales and then 
worked for Great Northern Railway, 
the Burlington Northern and, lastly, 
the BNSF Railroad. After 33 years 
with the railroads, he retired and is 
now doing some consulting to stay 

busy. He is still a member of the NCWM, AREMA Com-
mittee 34 and NISA.

Dean Smith
A farm boy from Kansas, Dean 
became well acquainted with 
scales when he worked in his 
family’s sand and gravel plant. In 
1967, Dean left the gravel pit and 
moved to Colorado, where he was 
subsequently drafted and sent to 

Vietnam. In 1970, he went to work for Hammel Scale, 
a distributor for Mettler-Toledo. Later, he worked 
directly for Mettler-Toledo in Denver and eventually 
moved to the Salt Lake City office. In 1991 he founded 
D&G Scale Inc. Dedicated to the weighing industry 
for 38 years,  Dean has been a member of NISA for six 
years. He lives in Salt Lake City with his wife and office 
manager, Bonnie. They have two sons and a daughter.

Ed Lazo
Ed started his career with the 
Southern Pacific Railroad in Hous-
ton, Texas where he was employed 
as an electrician in February of 
1992. He was promoted that same 
year to become a Scale Inspector / 

Maintainer. He kept that position through the merger 
with the Union Pacific Railroad in 1996 until he was 
promoted to Manager Operations Support southern 
region scales with the Union Pacific Railroad in 2007. 
Ed is still employed by the Union Pacific Railroad.
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Technical Presentations

National Industrial Scale Association
2013 Spring Meeting and Technical Conference
Colorado Springs, Colorado
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Power Plant Scales and More

A Brief History of Colorado Springs Utilities

1905: Manitou Hydro Power Plant

1924: Citizens vote for a municipal utility

1925: Drake Power Plant

1925: Ruxton Hydro Power Plant

1939: Las Vegas Wastewater Treatment Plant

1945: Mesa Water Treatment Plant

1953: Birdsall Power Plant

1955: Blue River Project – First Trans-Mountain Water 
Delivery System

1969: Rampart Reservoir Completed

1980: Ray Nixon Power Plant

1996: McCullough Water Treatment Plant

1997: Tesla Hydro Power Plant

2003: Front Range Power Plant

2007: JD Philips Water Reclamation Plant

2009: Southern Delivery System Record of Decision

2010: Cascade Hydro Power Plant

2011: United States Air Force Academy Solar Project

Brian Leach
Senior Project Manager, Colorado Springs Utilities

Brian Leach

Colorado Springs Utilities
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About Colorado Springs Utilities
Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU) is a four service 
municipal enterprise of the City of Colorado Springs. 
CSU services about 820,000 metered accounts. We are 
a non-profit, non-tax supported enterprise. We are 
governed by our Utilities Board which is comprised of 
elected officials of our City Council.

We have citizen ownership which gives us many 
benefits:
• Convenience and efficiency of consolidated utility 

services
• Competitive prices
• Customer  have a 

voice in decisions that affect their rates and the 
future of CSU

• Local Governance: decisions are made in our 
community for our community

• We promote community partnership by volun-
teering thousands of hours to different organiza-
tions and causes in our community

The Scale Journey
Mine Scales

For CSU and its weighing program, the process starts 
at the mine. The first scale our coal cars encounter is 
the track scale. This scale provides the empty weights 
of every car in the train consist. Although an impor-
tant scale, it is not the custody transfer scale. CSU is 
invoiced based on the weigh bin scale. The invoice 
total is also adjusted based on the measured quality 
of the shipment. Typically, the supplier adjusts billing 
based on deviation from an agreed upon base for 
both sulfur dioxide and BTUs. It is important to note 
that the quality of the sample taken is just as impor-
tant as the weight of coal that goes into each coal car. 
This is due to the fact that to determine the BTU of 
an entire train set, one (1) gram of coal out of 14,000 
tons is analyzed. The weigh bin will give us the total 
amount of coal placed into each coal car. The weigh 
bin is used as the official shipped weight for our 
inventory control. 

Two times per year the Weigh Bin Scale must be certi-
fied using the process defined in the NIST publication 
entitled Handbook 44. We usually send a represen-
tative to witness these certifications. As part of our 
quality control program, we “Trust but verify” that the 
weigh bins are accurate from one weigh bin certifica-
tion to another. The test, as part of Handbook 44 is 

commonly referred to as a “Ladder Test”.

Plant Scales

After the train has been loaded at the mine, it travels 
400 plus miles to either the Nixon or Drake power 
plants. During this trip, the quality of coal is affected 
by the weather conditions encountered during travel. 
If it snows or rains on the coal, it can absorb moisture 
which can lead to a sometimes dramatic decrease in 
BTU’s. On days where there is no precipitation, the 
coal moisture may evaporate which can accelerate 
the oxidation rate of the coal and begin to affect the 
BTU quality.

The first scale at the plant is the Unit Train Unload-
ing Facility scale (UTUF). The UTUF belt scale is used 
to verify shipment weight but is not used in inven-
tory calculations. The official inventory number is the 
number of tons purchased and weighed at the mine 
weigh bin scale during loading. The UTUF scale is 
typically calibrated to 1.5% tolerance.

From this point, we can either stockpile coal or feed 
the plant directly. By feeding the plant directly from 
the unloading process we save handling costs.   We 
usually keep a 1-2 month supply of coal on hand. As 
a government entity, CSU does not pay taxes on in-
ventory. Our costs of having coal in our stockpile are 
associated with maintaining that coal. Compaction, 
dust suppression, and physical movement require 
labor, materials and equipment run time. Investor 
owned utilities that pay taxes on inventory need 
to balance their tax liability against their reliability 
requirements.

The next scale in the chain is the plant belt scale 
which is used to measure coal consumption. Data 
from the plant belt scale is used in government re-
porting (e.g. EIA, FERC) as well as inventory manage-
ment. This scale is the final scale before the coal goes 
into the plant for combustion.  Because the plant 
scale is used to report data to government entities we 
are required to run a semi-annual calibration as de-
fined in Handbook 44. The truck scale, the final scale 
in the plant scale system is used to calibrate the belt 
scale. The truck scale is calibrated to plus or minus 
20lbs twice per year by an outside entity. When per-
forming the Handbook 44 calibration, coal is loaded 
into trucks, weighed on the truck scale, and then 
dumped into the feeders for the plant scale. As coal 
goes across the plant scale it is measured and then 
that weight is compared to the total weight of coal 
dumped into the feeder.   When comparing the Plant 
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Scale to the total weight of coal from the Truck Scale, 
the results must be within ± 0.25% of each other. We 
refer to this calibration as the “Dreaded Materials Test.”

Materials Test

Inventory Control Process
So what is the point of all these scales?  Why do we 
care?  What it really boils down to is plant operations 
and inventory control. If we don’t know how much 
coal we bought, unloaded, consumed, or stored, then 
we cannot accurately control our inventory and fore-
cast how much we need to purchase in the future.

As part of the inventory control process, we survey 
our on ground coal piles yearly to determine a physi-
cal inventory value or survey value. This survey is 
conducted once per year. For CSU it is done in early 
November for or audit purposes. We have contracted 
with Mikon Corporation to conduct these surveys. 
They perform two functions for the survey process:

• A physical GPS, or volumetric survey using 
ground based GPS techniques

• Pile coring to obtain samples of coal from the pile 
to determine in-place density of the coal in the 
pile. 

We also take a split of this core coal sample and 
analyze it for the proximate analysis to look at 
coal quality degradation in the coal that is stored 

long term in the lower areas of our coal piles.

• The GPS and density are then used to determine 
the quantity of coal in the pile in tons. This is 
referred to as the survey value.

Mikon Inventory Survey

By taking the shipped weight and subtracting the an-
nual consumption we can determine the book value 
of our inventory at any point in time. When we take 
the survey inventory and subtract the book value we 
can determine our inventory variance. 

Once we determine the inventory variance we will 
typically adjust the book value to match the survey 
value if the variance is ±2% or more. Whenever we 
adjust our inventory book value, we perform a root 
cause analysis to determine the reason for the vari-
ance. Using such an analysis we have determined 
that, even with properly calibrated scales, the water 
used to control dust during unloading can cause 
large variances from actual to book inventories. 
We continually monitor how much water we use to 
control dust and factor that into our decision making 
process if we make a change to the book value.

Plant Coal Sample Systems and Laboratory 
Functions
As part of the ongoing operations at the Nixon and 
Drake power plants, we collect daily coal samples. 
These samples are collected automatically or manu-
ally. When manually collected, a small grab sample 
is collected from feeders located in the plant. These 
grab samples are then composited into a daily sample 
for analysis.

When using an automatic coal sample system, CSU 
has two types, the first being a falling stream sample 
system. This sample is taken as a sampler opening 
shifts back and forth through the falling stream of 
coal as it cascades from one belt to another. The sec-
ond type of automated sample system we have is the 
Cross Belt system. This moves an opening across the 
stream of coal as it is moving along the belt.

Cross Belt Sampler
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Once the coal samples have been collected they are 
delivered to the CSU Fuels Laboratory. It is here that 
samples are prepared and analyzed for the proximate 
analysis. The proximate analysis consists of mois-
ture, ash, sulfur, BTU, and volatile matter. This data is 
then reported to the EIA, FERC, and to CSU for plant 
operational metrics (i.e. heat rate) and environmental 
compliance with state issued permits. Typically results 
are generated 3-5 days after the coal is burned. A 
drawback of this is the lack of real time data for op-
erations to use to adjust boiler conditions based on 
coal quality.

Laboratory Analysis Equipment

Ash: Sell or Landfill?
The vast majority of the combustion products, generi-
cally “ash”, generated at our power plants is deposited 
into a dry landfill on CSU property. The disposition 
of all ash must be accounted for and reported an-
nually to the Colorado Department of Public Health 
and Environment. All ash must be weighed by the 
certified truck scale(s) previously mentioned before 
being placed into or after it has been removed from 
the landfill. Our landfill is also surveyed each year, by 
GPS techniques, to aid us in determining the years 
of remaining life. This is important because we place 
funds into an escrow account each year based on 
how much ash we place in the landfill, the cost of 
restoration, and remaining life of the landfill. These 
escrow funds are set aside to be used when it is time 
to close and restore the land fill site.

If ash is sold to markets, such as concrete, flowable fill, 
soil stabilization, etc, directly from the coal plants, or 
reclaimed from the landfill, it must be weighed on a 
certified truck scale.

Conclusion
Scales have a large impact on power plant operations. 
From the weigh bin scale at the mine to the truck 
scale at the plant, each has an important role to fulfill. 
It is challenging to maintain these scales, but the 
effort required to do so does ensure that we are can 
accurately report official data and able to properly 
manage our plant operations and coal inventories.
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Also presenting at the Spring 2013 meeting:

The Business Case for the Cloud

Tom Mancuso
SNIA

with

Alex McDonald

This presentation is not available for publication, but can be viewed at the Storage Networking Industry As-
sociation (SNIA) website: http://www.snia.org/education/tutorials/nisa
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Technical Presentations

National Industrial Scale Association
2013 Fall Meeting and Technical Conference
Nashville, Tennessee
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New Technology for In-Motion Train Weighing

Hayden Cornish
Schenck Process
Hayden Cornish

Schenck Process

With an install base of over 200 systems over the last 
10 years the Schenck Process LegalWeight system has 
proven to be a reliable, well established product in 
many rail applications, throughout the world. Using 
our 125 years of precision German engineering we 
developed the latest in motion weighing train weigh-
ing system which provides class leading accuracy and 
reliability. We integrated our design specifically for 
US manufactured ties which are fully AAR tested and 
approved for use.

The LegalWeight system combines the advantages of 
all previous static and bridge type weighing solutions 
into a dynamic weighing package. This patented 
design eliminates gaps in rail, eliminates the need 
for a pit and bridge type configuration, and other 
downfalls of older designs. The continuous rail and 
ballast mounting help integrate the weighbridge into 
existing lines, making the installation as simple as 
possible. With only days needed for installation and 
the possibility of breaking the install into sections 
while having the line in service means the project 
can be planned around normal operating conditions. 
Calibration and verification are simple and accurate 
with the use of a reference train.

System Design
The system is designed to transmit and measure all 
forces and movements through the loadcells, the 
sensors measure the vertical force component with a 
high degree of accuracy. The loadcells offer lightning 
protection and the system itself is also insulated from 
any possible lightning strikes. The weighing system is 
integrated into the rail with no gaps or live parts and 

doesn’t require any concrete foundations, it is mount-
ed directly on the ballast. 

In a Legal for trade configuration the system operates 
with a minimum of two (2) x seven (7) ties segments 
meaning the cars are weighed in full draft.  In addi-
tion to this the system is designed in a way that front 
to back and side to side bias can be measured and 
reported through to the site ERP system. Not hav-
ing gaps or joins in the rail allows us to have legal for 
trade accuracy at very high speeds of up to 14 mph, 
when not weighing normal transit line speed can be 
applied. This offers an improvement to customers in 
terms of operating efficiency as trains do not need to 
slow to cross the scale when not in operation.

The final system design is dependent on the type of 
cars to be weighed and the number of ties may be re-
duced or increased to allow for the maximum amount 
of time on the scale. To size the systems correctly 
basic information is needed;
• Loco position
• Car length and any variations
• Train speed
• Site operation

Basic functions of the system include
• Acquisition of car weights
• Output of data including tag number
• Tag reader interface
• Legal for trade print out
• Storage of data
• Remote log in for site personnel and also trouble 
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shooting
• Site PLC or ERP interface with customizable re-

ports in any file format
• Static reference scale

Optional functions
• Fully automatic weighing system
• Load distribution monitoring
• Custom integrations
• Hand held terminal for car data

Systems installed and in operation on a heavy haul line with 
38t axle loads and 240-car trains, 8 trains per day

Required Track conditions for the Legal-
weight system
For a minimum of 82 feet approach and 82 feet 
retreat of the weighing section the track is to be laid 
without curvatures, switches or crossings. This is in 
addition to the weighing area which is sized to the 
dimensions of cars to be weighed. A general rule is 
for single draft weighing system you will need 260 
– 300 feet of straight level track. Once installed any 
joins must be fully welded through to meet railroad 
specifications.

The slope or grade of the weighing area has to be 
less than +/- 0.2%. The slope has to be less than 0.4% 
in the area for the maximum train length before and 

after the weighing area. This grade is checked with 
general survey equipment. In the weighing area the 
track base (Sub grade) must have dynamic strength 
to a minimum of 21,400 PSI resp. 2.500.000 PSF 
(90MN/m₂) (Deformation module Ev2). The ballast in 
the weighing area should be 1 foot thick to the bot-
tom of the tie. The sub grade check can be conducted 
by a geotechnical engineer or by a Schenck Process 
representative. If dynamic deformation Ev2 is smaller 
than 21,400 PSI resp. 2,500,000 PSF a planum protec-
tion layer (PSS) is to be provided. Schenck process 
recommends to apply the PSS in every case since 
this compacted protective layer of crushed material 
effects proper load distribution and layer separation, 
making it impermeable to water and frost resistant, 
increasing its life.

After mounting the weighing ties on new ballast and 
after tamping the track requires bedding in proce-
dure to secure the rail stability and prevent settle-
ments that may affect weighing. Bedding in should 
consist of minimum amount of tonnage of approx 
200,000 tons. After the bedding in tamping should 
again be done and the track re leveled for certifica-
tion to proceed. These guidelines have been devel-
oped over many years of testing and have proven to 
provide a very reliable weighing system that accuracy 
and stability lasts for a number of years.

Subgrade testing using drop plate. Must be >90 Ev2
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Installation
Installation requires a section of ties to be removed 
from the existing track equal to that of the weighing 
segment to be installed. Once the ties are removed 
and the ballast cleaned out to allow enough room to 
slide the ties in installation can begin. The ties are slid 
in under the rail, lifted into position and fixed in place, 
this process is repeated for each tie. The estimated 
time to install a 7 tie segment is 3-4 hours after which 
the track can be back in service. This step is repeated 
for the second weighing section.

Space cleared for 7-tie segment

7-tie section in place, with red transport covers (removed after 
installation)

Once the ties are in place and filled with ballast the 
technician then completes the wiring which includes 
installation of the measuring eyes, wiring of the load-
cells to the weighing electronics, installation of scale 
PC and power up of the system. After this calibration 
can begin.

Measuring eye (strain gauge) and load cell installed

Summary
The scale has been carefully designed using years of 
technical data and engineering expertise to develop 
the best possible system for dynamic weighing of 
rail cars. The system is proven as reliable around the 
world and this is seen with LFT approval in Europe, 
Australia, Mexico amongst others and also certifica-
tion to OIML 0.5 and 0.2 accuracy classes. Technology 
advances in loadcells have now allowed a scale to be 
mounted on ballast which provides high accuracy 
at very high speeds, giving increased operational ef-
ficiencies to customers. Ensuring the ground condi-
tions are met guarantees that the scale will function 
as specified and offer long term stability as shown 
with the last 10 + years of data.
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In-Motion Vehicle Scales

Mike Smith
Cardinal Scale
Mike Smith

Cardinal Scale

As the name implies, In-Motion Vehicle Scales, are 
scales used to weigh vehicles in a dynamic mode or 
while in motion as opposed to the more common 
static vehicle scale where the vehicle is stopped for 
weighing. In-motion vehicle scales can be used in a 
number of applications but today, we will limit our 
comments to those in-motion scales used in main 
lines or highways and, more specifically, those used 
to identify over weight vehicles for weight enforce-
ment weighing.

In 2007 it was reported in USA Today that over a 
half million over weight trucks are allowed onto the 
country’s roads and bridges increasing the wear and 
tear on an already overly burdened infrastructure. 
Over weight trucks not only result in premature wear 
of pavement but also result in the collapse of bridges 
like the one in Minneapolis that killed 13 people. Add 
to that the fact that over-weight trucks are dangerous 
to other drivers on the road and it’s clear that over-
weight trucks are fast becoming a major problem.

State and federal commercial vehicle enforcement 
personnel already are seriously stretched thin trying 
to keep over-weight trucks off the highways. Trucking 
companies and independent drivers know that sitting 
in line at a weigh station for your turn to be weighed 
wastes time and fuel making it increasingly more 
difficult to turn a profit. So, what’s the answer? While 
there is no one simple answer, most states are finding 
that using in-motion vehicle scales to identify those 
over-weight trucks without having to stop every truck 
on the road is a step in the right direction. 

Technologies
In-motion vehicle scales have been around for quite 
some time and have employed a wide variety of tech-
nologies. Today, most of the in-motion vehicle scales 
employ one of four basic technologies; Bending Plate, 
Piezoelectric, Hydraulic or Strain Gauge Load Cell, or 

Quartz Technologies. Each has its own set of char-
acteristics and, as one might guess, their own set of 
advantages and disadvantages.

Bending Plate

Bending Plate technology consists of a single metal 
weighbridge with strain gauges applied to it and 
placed in each wheel path of the vehicle to be 
weighed. You might think of a bending plate as one 
very large strain gauge load cell. Bending plates have 
been around for a long time and have found use 
in a wide range of speeds from zero up to highway 
speeds. Of course, the bending plates have to be held 
within a steel structure that is installed within a con-
crete foundation in the roadway. Bending plates bor-
row on load cell technology offering good accuracy 
but, like load cells, they are sensitive to temperature 
and voltage surges. Bending plates require several 
days of lane closure to construct the foundation and 
install the plates. Of course, like all strain gauge load 
cells, moisture can be a problem so care is taken to 
protect the strain gauge circuitry from the intrusion 
of moisture. In spite of these shortcomings, bending 
plates continue to be a viable alternative when select-
ing a in-motion scale technology. They do, however, 
require regular maintenance to ensure that the plates 
are rigidly held in place and not damaged by corro-
sion. Many bending plates are used in the entrance 
ramps into weigh stations where they identify over-
weight trucks and direct them to the static scale for 
enforcement weighing while signaling legally-loaded 
trucks to return to the main roadway.

Piezoelectric

Piezoelectric sensors are used for in-motion vehicle 
weighing and are sometimes referred to as BL sensors 
a name coined by their manufacturer. Most piezo-
electric sensors are used simply as axle detectors 
and spend their lives classifying commercial vehicles. 
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Some, however, are referred to as WIM-grade mean-
ing that their sensitivity along their length is relatively 
constant making them usable in weighing applica-
tions. These sensors are approximately an inch in 
width by an inch or so in height and up to 12 feet or 
more in length. Using a concrete saw, a slot slightly 
wider than the sensor is cut across the travel lane and 
the sensor is placed in the slot and held there with 
an epoxy grout. The sensors are relatively robust and 
are resistant to voltage surges and fairly simple and 
quick to install. The primary downfall of the piezo-
electric sensor is its sensitivity to temperature. While 
temperature sensitivity is not a problem in a classi-
fier, it sure is in an in-motion scale. To address this 
problem, manufacturers install temperature probes 
in the pavement and use them to monitor the pave-
ment temperature. Software algorithms are written 
to compensate the sensor output based on pave-
ment temperature. The piezoelectric sensor does not 
have as good accuracy as the bending plate offering 
around ten percent but it can be used in a number of 
applications including sorting of over-weight vehi-
cles. Perhaps the greatest advantage of the piezoelec-
tric sensor is that no foundation is needed nor does it 
pose a problem to passing snowplows. 

Load Cells - Hydraulic or Strain Gauge

 Load cell-based in-motion scales also offer good 
accuracy using one or more hydraulic or strain gauge 
load cells supporting a welded steel weighbridge. 
Like the bending plate, this technology requires 
the construction of a foundation and water drain 
system that require a longer installation time. Some 
designs using load cells preload the cells in an effort 
to increase the resonant frequency making it easier 
to separate the noise from the weight signal while 
others do not. Generally load cell in-motion scales 
offer good performance at moderate cost but require 
regular maintenance to keep the restraint system and 
load cells properly adjusted and to keep corrosion 
under control. Load cell-based in-motion scales have 
been around a long time and still are a good choice 
for some applications.

Quartz

Quartz based in-motion scales made their debut in 
the US a little over fifteen years ago. They had been 
used in Europe prior to that and offered a number 
of advantages over other technologies. Most quartz 
sensors are manufactured by Kistler, a Swiss company. 
The sensors operate on the same piezoelectric prin-
cipal as the piezoelectric BL type sensors but have 

one major advantage. They are much less sensitive 
to changes in temperature and typically need no tem-
perature compensation. 

The quartz sensor consists of a series of quartz discs 
wired in parallel and placed within a metal extrusion 
designed to concentrate the load on these discs. The 
whole assembly is approximately 2 inches wide x 2 
inches deep x about 60 inches long and is epoxied in 
place in a cutout in the pavement. A sand-epoxy top 
covering is included to allow the sensor to be ground 
along with the surrounding pavement at a later date 
if it becomes necessary. As the vehicle’s wheel passes 
over the sensor it applies a force to the quartz discs 
that in turn produce a charge proportional to the 
force. Integrated over time, this signal, using an ap-
propriate software algorithm is converted to a wheel 
weight. One or more sensors are placed in each wheel 
path allowing both sides of the axle to be weighed 
and, by separating the sensors by a known distance, 
the axle’s speed can be calculated.

Some of the advantages of a quartz sensor include 
the ease of installation (a typical installation can 
be completed in six to eight hours of road closure), 
meets accuracy requirements of a Type 3 In-Motion 
Scale defined in ASTM E1318, resistant to voltage 
surges like lightning, can be sanded smooth with the 
surrounding pavement eliminating any obstructions 
to passing snowplows and, unlike piezoelectric sen-
sors, is stable over temperature. The primary disad-
vantages to quartz sensors is that they are relatively 
expensive and only available from a single source and 
they cannot be used in a static mode.

Comparing the more popular WIM technologies, the 
quartz technology is perhaps the best solution when 
all things are considered. It is for these reasons that 
we have chosen to use quartz sensors exclusively in 
our mid to higher speed applications.

Comparing Technologies

Standards
At the present time, most vehicle in-motion scale 
performance is based on the ASTM E1318 standard. 
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There are a number of different classes of in-motion 
vehicle scales contained in this specification and 
these are based on the application of the scale. The 
Type 3 in-motion scale is used primarily for the iden-
tification of over-weight vehicles and is probably the 
most common type. The accuracy listed for this type 
of in-motion scale is based on a sample of acceptable 
vehicles. By acceptable, we mean that tank trucks and 
automobile haulers are excluded from the sample 
because of the inherent instability of the load. When 
plotted the errors typically form a bell-shaped curve. 
The accuracy is based on two standard deviation or 
about 96% of the sample. This means that 96% of the 
vehicles in the sample will have errors of +/-6% for 
their gross or total weight, +/- 10% for groups of two 
or more axles and +/- 15% for single axle weights. 
There is also a tolerance of +/- 1mph for the vehicle 
speed as well as a tolerance for length. In general, this 
is the accuracy that in-motion vehicles must meet.

Recently the FHWA formed a work group to develop 
standards for in-motion vehicle scales that will be 
contained in NIST Handbook 44. The group has met 
multiple times and has developed a set of specifi-
cations that have been presented to the regional 
weights and measures associations and is now on 
the national Specifications and Tolerances Commit-
tee. Currently this item has an informational status 
which means that it is still being developed further. 
The workgroup will, most likely, meet next month to 
make the final changes before the S&T Committee 
looks at it again during the NCWM Interim Meeting 
in January next year. At the present, tolerances in this 
newly proposed code are the same as those for a type 
III in-motion scale listed in ASTM E1318-09.

Site Selection
When selecting a site for a new in-motion scale, there 
are a number of considerations that you should keep 
in mind. The user requirements listed in ASTM E1318 
is a good place to start. In general, the pavement 
needs to be in good condition, straight with mini-
mum curve, flat and smooth. Consideration should be 
given to access to power, telephone or Internet and 
a location that is easily accessed with little chance of 
vandalism. A site where the vehicle speed is uniform 
and locations for any necessary signage.

In spite of your best efforts, in-motion vehicle scales 
are still subject to error from sources outside your 
control. Worn pavement and erratic driving can cause 
errors. Unstable loads like tankers or car haulers can 

also be prone to weighing errors as can vehicle sus-
pensions in poor condition. An installation site sub-
ject to high levels of EMC can introduce errors. Some 
of these errors can be addressed and minimized while 
others can’t. While some errors cannot be addressed 
it is, nevertheless, important for you to know that 
they exist.

Data Collection
An in-motion vehicle scale can produce significant 
data from a passing vehicle. Axle weights, of course, 
are collected as well as the vehicle speed. From this 
information it is possible to calculate the axle spac-
ing and vehicle wheelbase. The vehicle’s classification 
can be determined from the number of axles and 
the distance between them. The scale also provides 
the weight on both sides of the axles allowing you to 
determine if the vehicle is heavily loaded on one side 
or the other. A typical in-motion vehicle scale will, for 
each vehicle, produce a record containing:

• Time and Date and Consecutive Number

• Lane number and Location ID

• Vehicle Speed

• Total Vehicle Weight

• Individual axle weights

• Axle Group Weights

• Axle spacing

• Vehicle Classification based on FHWA tables

• Overall Length

• Error or Violation Messages

In-motion vehicle scales have become an important 
tool in commercial vehicle weight enforcement. With 
the increased demands on enforcement personnel, 
higher construction costs, increased traffic volume, 
heavier loads and increased construction costs it 
seems impossible to control the over-weight vehicles 
that are damaging our roads. The in-motion scale can 
help address this problem.

Virtual Weigh Stations
Virtual Weigh Stations can address these problems 
at a fraction of the cost of a traditional weigh station 
and more and more states are taking advantage of 
this technology.

Using an in-motion  vehicle scale installed in the main travel 
lane, additional instrumentation including a camera, infrared 
illuminators and a wireless  interface, a system is formed that 
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can monitor passing vehicles and report any over-weight 
vehicles to a patrol car located downstream of the virtual weigh 
station. The officer can then decide which vehicle they wish to 

stop and weigh statically. 

Virtual Weigh Station

Key:
1 Fixed weigh station on mainline highway

2 Virtual weigh station deployed on bypass route

2A WIM scales

3B Camera system

2C Screening software

2D Communication Systen

3 Mobile enforcement unit deployed ‘downstream’ from VWS

Shown here is the screen layout that the officer would 
see. The information in this case is transmitted wire-
lessly to the Internet and any officer with a laptop in 
their patrol car can view the passing vehicles.

Virtual Weigh Station Display Screen

The system is configured to display only commercial 
vehicles. The images on the left side of the display are 
shown in the order that they pass. Clicking on one of 
these will show a larger view of the vehicle along with 
axle weights and a diagram of the axle configuration, 
with  any violations highlighted in red. With a quick 
glance the officer can see that the vehicle shown is 
legal. Other vehicles, the two at the bottom of the left 
hand group, show violations of over-weight axles and 
a violation of the bridge formula.

Shown here is an overhead view of the components 
making up the virtual weigh station.

Components of a Virtual Weigh Station

The vehicle first encounters the over height detec-
tor and an inductive loop. The over height detector 
identifies any vehicle that exceeds a maximum height 
while the inductive loop signals the in-motion scale 
of the beginning of the vehicle while also triggering 
the camera to capture an image of the vehicle. The 
two sets of sensors weigh the axles sending the sig-
nals to a roadside enclosure where the weights and 
image are transmitted to the Internet.

This is a view of the interior of the roadside cabinet.

Interior of Roadside Cabinet
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Located within the cabinet are various components 
used to complete the system. These include a Unin-
terruptable Power Supply or UPS, an iBoot to allow 
power to be turned on and off to various components 
from a remote location, charge amplifiers for convert-
ing the quartz sensor outputs into a voltage compat-
ible with the A/D converter, a cell router for wireless 
communication to the Internet, a in-motion scale 
controller and controls for the ventilation fan and 
heater.

A day-night IP camera is mounted downstream of the 
sensor array and used to capture the image of the 
truck.

An infrared illuminator is used at night to illuminate 
the truck without blinding the driver. Sometimes mul-
tiple illuminators are used to light up the side of the 
truck cab.

These basic night time images are sufficient to iden-
tify the vehicle.

Display of Data Captured at Night

These are photos of a typical camera and illuminator 
mounted on a pole just past the sensor array.

These photographs show  the laser-based over height 
detector. In the lower-right corner you can see the 
antenna for cellular communication.

This is a view of typical vehicle records from an in-
motion vehicle scale. Each record represents a truck 
that has passed over the sensor array.

Vehicle Records

Using data from the weigh-in-motion scale, a variety 
of reports can be obtained. The one shown at the top 
of the next page shows the speeds of the vehicles at 
different times of the day. The speed limit at this site 
is 55 mph and the report shows that most vehicles 
are travelling at speeds less than that. It is interesting 
to note that the one with the highest speed (70 to 74 
mph) came through the scale between two and three 
am.
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Report: Vehicles By Speed

This is a similar report but by day of the week rather 
than by hour of the day. Here you can see that there 
are more speeders on the weekend.

Report: Vehicles by Day of the Week

The in-motion scale based virtual weigh station can 
be equipped with other devices to make it a com-
plete monitoring station. Things like license plate and 
DOT number readers are able to correctly identify the 
ownership of the vehicle while radiation detectors 
can identify vehicles containing sources of radioac-
tivity. Coupled with a license plate reader, an Amber 
Alert system can identify a vehicle sought in a missing 
child alert.

In-motion vehicle scales offer a variety of technolo-
gies and form the foundation for many applications. 
The use of in-motion vehicle scales will only increase 
as technology improves.
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Checkweigher Principles

Greg Bredahl
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Greg Bredahl

Thermo Fisher Scientific

A checkweigher is a device which weighs individual 
packages or products on the fly to confirm the 
weight of its contents are within a set tolerance.

A checkweigher is made of four major components:

• Conveyor System

• Loadcell

• Control system

• Reject device

The conveyor can be equipped with a conveyor belt, 
roller chain, nylon belt or a set of rails. The actual 
configuration is determined by the type of container 
the product is in. The conveyor system is typically 
comprised of three sections. The first section trans-
fers the product from the feed conveyor onto the 
weigh conveyor. The weigh conveyor (weightable) 
is used to determine the weight of the product. The 
third section is the discharge or reject conveyor. This 
is used divert any out of weight product off line.

A checkweigher can be equipped with two differ-
ent styles of load devices. It can be either a com-
mon strain gauge loadcell or electromagnetic force 
restoration (EMFR). Either device can be user with 
good results.

The control system is used to set up the param-
eters, such as cut points, reject timing. It also takes 
the output from the loadcell and converts it to the 
weight. The control can also be to send a feedback 
signal to automatically adjust the filler mechanism 
to adjust for proper fill. It can also keep track of long 
term production line statistics, such as number of 
acceptable packages, number of underweight, num-
ber of overweight, standard deviation of acceptable 
products. This information is saved within the con-
trol or could be exported to a UBS stick or down-
loaded directly to a plants network via EtherNet.

The reject device is used to divert underweight 

product off line so they do not get shipped out to the 
consumer. The type of reject device is determined 
by the product being handled. A small pouch would 
require a simple air blast to remove it from the line. 
While an open can may require a sophisticated soft 
reject which controls it so it will not spill when di-
verted. Most checkweigher manufactures can supply 
a variety of device to meet the users’ needs.

Checkweigher Process
As the conveyor moves the product onto the weigh-
ing section a photo-eye is blocked staring the weigh-
ing process. This photo-eye is also used for several 
functions. Most checkweighers include an auto zero 
function. This function eliminates the build-up of 
product on the weightable. This occurs whenever the 
weightable is empty. The photo-eye also measures 
the length of the package, the gap between prod-
ucts, the time the package is on the weighing section 
and when the package leaves the weighing section.

Once the package is completely on the weighing 
section the control waits for the loadcell/weightable 
to settle before taking the weight. Once this settling 
time is completed the control takes multiple weight 
samples (typically between 20 and 120 times) and 
averages them out to confirm the actual package 
weight.

Once the actual weight is calculated the control com-
pares the actual weight to the preset target weight 
and the reject set points. If the weight falls within the 
acceptable range the package is allowed to continue 
down the line. If the weight falls outside the accept-
able range the reject device is activated and the pack-
age is removed from the line so it does not get sent to 
the customer.
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Product manufacturer’s use checkweighers for several 
reasons. They are used to ensure customer satisfac-
tion, make sure the product meets weight compli-
ance and label standards and increase plant efficien-
cies.

Making sure the package contains the proper amount 
of product makes sure the customer is happy. Weath-
er it is making sure the package contains the correct 
number of cookies, all the items are in the dinner 
entree or the correct amount of product is in the 
container.

Product must meet Handbook 133’s Table 2-5, 
Maximum Allowable Variation (MAV’s) for packages 
labeled by weight. If the package does not contain 
the proper amount of product the entire batch could 
be held for non-compliance.

The checkweigher could also be equipped with an 
auto feedback control. The feedback control sends 
information back to filling device to adjust the fill 
weight on the fly. If the checkweigher is not equipped 
with this control the product manufacture typically 
over fills the package to ensure it meets the hand-
book 133 requirements. Over filling the package 
means the manufacture is giving away product. By 
over filling package they are losing potential profits. 
Equipping the checkweigher with the filler feedback 
option the manufacture can reduce the amount of 
product thus reducing the amount of raw materials 
and increasing profits.

Thermo Fisher Scientific manufactures a complete 
line of checkweighers. They range from high accuracy 
system for the Pharmaceutical and Ammo, high rate 
canning lines, food packaging lines to heavy weight 
cases and bags line.

Thermo Scientific Checkweigher Models
Rx

The Rx checkweigher is typically used for pharma-
ceutical plants and center round ammo lines. The 

pharmaceutical plants use this system to confirm the 
bottles, vials or cartons contain the proper amount of 
product. Production rates for the Versa/Rx can reach 
up to 300 products per minute. Accuracies range 
from +/-0.050 to +/-0.500 grams depending on prod-
uct size, weight and production rate.

Rx Checkweigher

VersaWeigh

The VersaWeigh checkweigher is use as a general 
purpose system. Weighing product such as bags and 
cartons. This system is proved with four different belt 
widths (100mm, 200mm, 300mm and 400mm) and 
many different lengths. Package rates can be as high 
as 300 per minute. Accuracies range from +/-0.100 to 
+/-4.00 grams depending on product size, weight and 
production rate.

VersaWeigh Checkweigher

FR8120C

The FR8120C checkweigher is also used as a general 
purpose system and handle bags and cartons. The 
Versa/FR8120C can also be configured to handle cans, 
bottles and tubes. The maximum rate for this system 
can reach up to 720 products per minute. Accuracies 
range from +/-0.250 to +/-4.00 grams depending on 
product size, weight and production rate.
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FR8120C Checkweigher

Teorema

The Teorema checkweigher is specifically designed 
for high rate canning lines. The unique weightable 
designed to reduce downtime. The weightable is 
equipped with two skate product runners. There are 
no moving parts on the weighing section. This system 
runs product at production rates ranging from 300 to 
660 packages per minute. Accuracies range from +/-0. 
500 to +/-1.500 grams depending on product size, 
weight and production rate.

Teorema Checkweigher

FR44HB

The FR44HB checkweigher is designed to run cases or 
large bags ranging fron 25 to 100 pounds. This system 
has 4 belt width options (18, 24, 30 and 36”) and 
many lenghts. The maximum rate for this system is 
anywhere from 5 to 120 products per minute. Accura-
cies range from +/-10 to +/-25 grams depending on 
product size, weight and production rate.

FR44HB Checkweigher

Versa Control
All of our checkweigher frames are equipped with the 
Versa control. This control can be configured with any 
of the following software options:

• 3 weight zones

• 5 weight zones

• Basic Statistics

• Advanced Statistics

• Reject Verification

• Reject Bin Full

• Serial Data Output

• EtherNet Communication

• Consecutive Reject Alarm

• Filler Feedback Control

• External Reject Input

• Multiple Product 

• Product Tracker
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• CFR 21 Part 11 

• Multiple Production Lines with a single control

For details on these options please contact Thermo 
Fisher Scientific at sales.packaging.us@thermofisher.
com

Sample of Formatted Statistical Report
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There’s a not-so-quiet revolution taking place in in- 
dustries across the country. It’s driven by the emer-
gence of widely-available  wireless Internet access 
married with the rise of inexpensive smart- phones. 
Com- panies are leveraging the power of these tech-
nologies to rewrite long-standing processes, to create 
greater efficiency and to generate new competitive 
advantages. The revolution is now impacting   busi-
ness owners in the scale sales and service industry, 
and the rules are being rewritten.

Making the Move – Paper to Digital
Kurt Koenig, President of Koenig Scale located in Terre 
Haute, IN, started searching for a different, more effi-
cient way to manage his scale business in early 2010. 
“We looked at the few solutions that were available 
in the market- place, but there were none that really 
provided what I was looking for,” explains Kurt.

“The systems were all tethered to a PC or a laptop, 
or they were proprietary and unavailable, and they 
really didn’t allow for efficient communication with 
our service techs in the field. Plus with all their gear, 
service techs rarely carry a laptop around, but they all 

Smarter Certs

Jackie McDonald, with Josh Zuerner
Joink, LLC
Jackie McDonald

Joink, LLC

have a cell phone.”

In the absence of finding a suitable solution,  Kurt 
found a partner to help him develop a solution 
tailored to the unique needs of the scale usiness. The 
result was SmarterCerts.com, a web- based software 
tool for managing scale certificates that is deployed 
through native Android and iOS ap- plications to 
mobile devices in the hands of each Koenig Scale 
employee. The application captures information and 
data directly on the phone, and synchs it back to the 
centralized Web service whenever there is cellular or 
Wi-Fi connectivity.

“I found a really strong software development com-
pany, and they believed in my vision,” says Kurt. “They 
took my idea and really ran with it; in a few short 
months they were able to develop a beta version of 
the software, and we were the first customer. Today, 
the software is very robust and the list of customers 
is growing quickly. We benefit because we have an 
ISO compliant solution that makes us more efficient, 
helps us gain new business and retain existing cus-
tomers while improving our business process.”

Growing Pains – Getting from A to Z
For as long as he has worked at Koenig Scale, Kevin 
Koenig, Service Manager, started his day by send-
ing his service technicians out on scheduled jobs to 
service and calibrate scales for the company’s many 
customers. The process always began with stacks of 
paperwork – service requests, certificates printed 
on triplicate forms and the various notes and docu-
ments required to keep everyone moving in the right 
direction. All that changed in early 2012 when the 
company adopted the SmarterCerts.com certificate 
management system.

“At the outset, I was really the person who took the 
lead on launching the new system in our company,” 
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explains Kurt. “At the beginning  it’s a leap of faith, 
and you need to be committed because it takes some 
time to get all your customer data in the system 
and to work with your service techs on training. But 
the system is very easy to use, and it is a short time 
before you are saving much more time than you have 
invested.”

“I used to spend many hours each month reviewing 
and signing off on the paper- based certificates our 
service technicians created,” says Kevin. “Then I would 
easily spend an additional 14-16 hours each month 
doing nothing more than coordinating the creation 
and mailing out of finalized certificates to our cus-
tomers. It was tedious, not the best use of my time, 
and my service techs dreaded all the paperwork in 
the field and back at the office. We also had all the 
administrative work to file, maintain and manage our 
customers’ certificates.”

Using the new system, Kevin’s daily routine and that 
of his technicians looks much different. Today when 
it’s time to send a service tech out to a customer, 
Kevin opens the application, clicks on the scales to 
be calibrated, assigns the scales to a service tech 
and the system automatically sends out all the scale 
information including test points and tolerances to 
the selected service tech’s phone. The service tech no 
longer needs to carry stacks of paper forms. Once on 
the job site, the tech uses the SmarterCerts App on 
the phone to capture the calibration results and cre-
ate the certificate.

The ‘scale history’ screen shows the results of a scale’s previ-
ous inspections. The color-coded system gives a manager an 
at-a-glance history of the scale’s passes and failures, which 

helps identify a scale that’s due for replacement or additional 
maintenance.

Dennis Watson, General Manager of Indianapolis-
based Central Scale, Inc., also has adopted the sys- 
tem for his business. “My customers and my techni- 
cians would never let us return to paper now,” he 
explains. “In the past, our technicians might spend 
an hour or more just getting all the paperwork filled 
out and signed. The system actually has the weight 
tolerances built in, and it instantly lets a tech know if 
a scale is out of tolerance. The tech no longer has to 
reference Handbook 44. With the mobile system, we 
remove all the work to fill out forms and at the com- 
pletion of the process our customer has an electronic 
ISO-compliant certificate.”

Both Dennis and Kevin note a number of benefits 
from using an electronic system including:

Customer Certificates are stored electronically.

Each customer has a login that allows them to view 
and access their certificates. “They no longer need to 
call us to find a certificate 24/7,” explains Kevin. “I can’t 
tell you how much time that saves.”

Immediate communication with field techs.

“If we get a service call during the day, we can send 
it out to the tech in the field,” notes Dennis. “We can 
send the tech the service record for just that scale. 
The system provides him with the model number of 
the scale indicator and the platform or base. He can 
fill out the calibration report following the repair, 
and the customer has an electronic audit trail of any 
repairs.”

Real-time updates of system data.

If you have multiple techs on the same inspection 
you don’t need to worry about duplicate efforts or 
that the job is complete before the techs depart. The 
system updates each tech’s phone with the data from 
all techs on the job as it is captured.

Higher quality certificates and customer satisfac-
tion. “We’ve nearly eliminated penmanship and data 
capture errors and there are no issues of legibility 
or accuracy,” says Kevin. “Customer’s get much more 
detailed certificates because the system makes it so 
easy to provide them with all the information.

Better identification of service needs leads 
to more sales

“One surprise has been how much more information 
I get from the techs on the electronic forms regard-
ing potential needs for service,” says Kevin. “As I walk 
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through the approval process, I can use the system to 
generate a quote for the customer on the additional 
service work. Often the customer replies to this sys-
tem email with a PO number for the new work.”

A Brave New Future
The mobile technology revolution is here to stay. With 
so many benefits for business owners and employees, 
it’s a revolution that will create many winners. The 
best testimony for why you should consider taking 
the plunge comes directly from the pioneers.

“In a month, we are easily saving 10 times what we 
are paying for the system just in my time, paper and 
administrative time,” says Kevin. “That doesn’t even 
include the value of the increased quality of our 
certificates and customer satisfaction. I have a lot of 
demanding customers, and the ability to send cer-
tificates electronically frees up much more time to 
proactively work with each customer.”

“After even just a couple of days using the new 
system, I don’t believe my service techs or my cus- 
tomers would ever let me go back to paper,” says Den-
nis. “This approach works.”
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C-Level Continuous Level Indicator

Bill Ripka
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Bill Ripka

Thermo Fisher Scientific

The Ramsey C-Level system is an inventory manage-
ment tool for silos, bins and tanks. Do any of the 
following conditions occur at your manufacturing 
facility?

• Do you know if there is enough material in your 
bin or silo to support production? 

• Do you know if there is enough room in your bin 
or silo to support the near term production? 

• Is there enough material in your vessel to com-
pletely fill the next truck or rail car? 

• Is there a need to order more material? 

• When you order more raw material for your pro-
cess, do you need verification that there is room 
in the receiving vessel to accept the shipment?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, then 
the C-Level may be the simple solution.

So what is a C-Level? It is a set of components specifi-
cally designed to provide or infer the level of the ma-
terial inside a vessel by measuring the weight of the 
material the vessel contains. The sensors are pressed 
into the structure’s supports to measure the strain 
applied from the load, virtually changing the vessel 
supports into a load cell. Measuring this strain is a 
much more accurate means of determining the actual 
level than can be obtained by measuring the height 

or distance from the top of the vessel to the material 
height. Care must be taken, however, in applications 
where the measured material may have a variable or 
constantly changing density.

The advantages of using the C-Level over other level 
monitoring systems include the capability to measure 
the level with an accuracy of 2% to 5% of actual load 
without intrusion into the inside of the vessel. The C-
Level is unaffected by internal conditions of the ves-
sel such as dust, material bridging, rat-holing or high 
repose angles. Because the sensors are press-fit into 
the structural supports the system can be expected 
to remain stable over long periods of time and not 
require recalibrations unless the structure changes.

The CL-100 Controller, the level 
indicator, is a NEMA-4X weather-
tight enclosure that provides a 
0% - 100% level indication via 
a 50 segment LED bar graph. 
The instrument is standard with 
three (3) SPDT relay outputs for 
providing remote indication of 
low level, high level and overflow 
level. An optional 4-20 mA output is also available for 
constant remote monitoring of actual levels.

There are simple, basic requirements that must be 
addressed when applying the C-Level system. The 
support structure must be an isolated, free standing 
design with no connections to other vessel supports, 
building supports or walls and not connected to rock 
walls. Further, there may not be connections to other 
outside forces that could affect the measuring func-
tion such as feeding conveyors or catwalks. Minor 
connections to items such as piping or cable trays or 
even conveyors, if they are utilizing a sliding expan-
sion connection, will generally not interfere with the 
measuring accuracy.
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The stress level in vertical supports can be measured 
knowing the bin capacity, the number of supports 
and the cross section of each support. 

P = Total Bin Material Capacity (pounds)

N = Total Number of Supports

A = Cross-Sectional Area for Each Leg (inches²)

The most common question in level measurement 
is “will the system work 
on my skirted silo?” In 
the case of the C-Level 
system, the answer is yes! 
These applications can 
promote challenges for 
normal load cell mount-
ing or access for other 
types of level measure-
ment devices. The typical 
skirted silo is constructed 
using sheet metal panels 
that are bolted or welded 
together to form rings, 
which are then stacked 
on top of each other and 
fastened together. These 
structures tend to have 
lower stress levels in the 
supports than leg sup-
ported structures, and thus stress must be calculated 
carefully. Also be aware that many vessels are not re-
ally skirted but simply have wind protection added. If 
there is a gap between the skirts and the ground and/
or there are horizontal supports inside the structure, 
it is likely the skirts are not carrying the load. The 
sensors on skirted silo’s need to be installed in the 
highest “ring” that is below the cone. Sensors should 
never be installed directly above doors or windows 
and should also be located away from other structural 
irregularities such as ladders or added stiffeners.

Skirt Supported Silos Stress Levels

P = Total Bin Capacity (pounds)
D = Diameter of Silo (feet)
π = 3.14
ST = Skirt Thickness (inches)

The round strain sensor is 
to be press fit into the sup-
porting structure at specific 
locations to ensure the proper 
load stresses. This location must be isolated from 
other major loads, generally in the middle of a clear 
span or section of support that does not have any 
extra braces or connections. The sensors should be 
evenly placed around the 
vessel and verified to not 
be in “stress dead zones”. 
Following specific location 
criteria will result in very 
linear response to the load 
variations.

Any free standing or sup-
ported bin or silo will be 
subject to weather effects; 
wind pushing against a 
structure will cause some 
of the supports to feel 

more load or force than others, 
and expansion or contraction 
of structural steel will occur 
over temperature ranges and 
sunlight can cause a dissimilar 
expansion to opposite sides of 
the structure. Use of multiple 
sensors will allow averaging of 
these effects, eliminating errors 
from wind, thermal gradients 
and potential errors from 
imperfect supports or uneven 
loading. The system can moni-
tor up to 8 strain sensors, so it is 
always recommended to locate 
a sensor in each leg or support. 

In order to fully measure the load change, the sup-
porting structure must have at least 1500 PSI of stress 
applied when the vessel is fully loaded. The sensors 
provided will handle a stress of up to 14,300 PSI, a 
value that is not likely to ever be seen, or exceeded. 

Stress =
P

(12)(π)(D)(ST)

Normal Stress =
P

(N)(A)
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The C-Level system can also be provided for horizon-
tal structures, applications that typically support two 
or more vessels. In these applications the sensors are 
installed in the horizontal members, measuring the 
shear stress. The sensors need to be applied on the 
centerline of the gusset beams, halfway between the 
load point and the support point. For best perfor-
mance, one sensor should be placed on each side of 
the load point.

Horizontal Structure Stress Level

P = Total Bin Capacity (pounds)

N = Total Number of Bin Support Gussets

D = Depth of Beam (inches)

TW = Web Thickness (inches)

Additional information on the Ramsey C-Level system 
as well as other bulk weighing and monitoring equip-
ment can be found on the web at www.thermoscien-
tific.com.

Shear Stress =
P

2(N) (D) (TW)
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NIST Office Weights and Measures Update
John Barton
NIST Office of Weights and Measures

HB44 Changes
Changes that will appear in the 2014 edition of NIST 
Handbook 44 (HB44) resulting from the actions of 
the National Conference on Weights and Measures 
(NCWM) during its annual meeting this past July;

There are only a few changes to HB44 that were 
adopted during this cycle that are relevant to the in-
terest of the NISA membership. The first change that 
I will mention concerns a change to the HB44 Belt-

Conveyor Scale Systems Code.

This amendment that was adopted deletes sub-
paragraph (h) under user requirement UR.1.2. that 
specifies required minimum and maximum conveyor 
lengths.

Belt-conveyor scale manufacturers have reported that 
customers are demanding shorter systems. These 
manufacturers state that belt-conveyor scale systems 
can be successfully designed and manufactured that 
do not comply with a minimum conveyor length of 
40’ but will meet the needs of their customers. These 
are typically categorized as “weigh-belts” or “weigh-
feeders.”  Currently, these types of systems are not 
routinely being installed as commercial devices; 
however, belt-conveyor scale manufacturers who are 
members of the U.S. National Work Group on Belt-
Conveyor Scales (USNWG) have agreed that there are 
models of this type of device that will meet all other 
requirements for commercial devices.

The elimination of a requirement specifying the 
maximum length for conveyors is not expected to be 
problematic; some believe that the installation of ex-
cessively long conveyors is will be “self-policing” due 
to the time and the cost of material required to test 

John Barton

National Institute of Standards and Technology
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these types of systems. Official certification for belt-
conveyor scale systems is required to be performed 
using material tests that involve whole revolutions 
of the belt. When this type of testing is applied to 
longer conveyor systems an excessive amount of time 
is needed to perform a complete test. Also, larger 
amounts of material are necessary to deliver required 
minimum test loads for tests on very long conveyor 
systems.

The next adopted change is found in the HB44 Scales 
Code. The first element of this change affects the pa-
rameters that will define the maximum value for the 
nominal capacity of a railway track scale.

The stricken language shown in the header para-
graph of this requirement has been relocated to a 
new subparagraph (a). The parameters for establish-
ing the nominal capacity for scales that were manu-
factured between January 1, 2002 and December 

31, 2013 will remain the same; however, these pa-
rameters are now located under the newly created 
subparagraph.

Under the newly created subparagraph (a) the 

requirements for the maximum nominal capacity 
will remain as they were prior to the amendment for 
railway track scales manufactured within these dates.

A new subparagraph (b) in paragraph S.6.4. applies to 
railway track scales manufactured on or after Janu-
ary 1, 2014. The addition of this paragraph will more 
closely align the requirements in HB44 with require-
ments found in the Association of American Railroads 
(AAR) Scale Handbook.

In this new subparagraph “(b),” three methods of es-
tablishing the maximum value for the nominal scale 
capacity are provided. The nominal capacity of a scale 
must comply with the lesser of these values.

Under S.6.4.(b).(1)., the nominal capacity of a railway 
track scale will be established using new Tables: S.6.4. 
or S.6.4.M. The values given in these tables (S.6.4. in 
inch-pound units, and S.6.4.M. in metric units) are 
based on the length of the scale module(s). The tables 
referred to under (1) are shown on the next slide.

Under a second option, S.6.4.(b).(2)., the maximum 
value for the nominal capacity of a railway track scale 
is determined by multiplying the section capacity by 
the subtotal of: the number of sections; minus the 
number of dead spaces between platforms; minus 
0.5.
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In S.6.4.(b).(3)., a fixed value for the scale’s maximum 
nominal capacity of 640,000 lb (290,300 kg) is given 
as the third option in this requirement.

In this slide, the tables referred to in S.6.4.(b).(1). are 
used to determine the nominal capacity of a weigh 
module. That value is based on the length of the 
module(s).

The sum total of capacities for all the modules that 
comprise a scale would then be used as the param-
eter for the nominal capacity statement of the entire 
scale (i.e., nominal capacity cannot exceed this sum).

Along with the amendment to Scales Code paragraph 
S.6.4., a new definition for the term “weigh module” 
was added to HB44 Appendix D - Definitions.

This new definition was considered necessary due to 
the use of the term in the amended paragraph S.6.4.

Three new terms used in the HB44 Belt-Conveyor 
Scales Systems Code were added to HB44 Appendix 
D – Definitions and are shown in this slide and the 
one that follows. The USNWG on Belt-Conveyor Scales 
saw the need to establish a clear definition for each 
term as it is used within the context of belt-conveyor 
type scales.

The terms shown in this slide: “belt revolution” and 
“belt load” were terms that were routinely used in the 
Belt-Conveyor Scale Systems Code, but were not yet 
defined in Appendix D.

Another new definition to be included in Appendix D 
is for the term “integrator.”

This definition is added to clarify the distinction 
between the terms “integrator” and “master weight 
totalizer,” which have routinely been used inter-
changeably in the past. While an integrator may be 
a component (or function) associated with a mas-
ter weight totalizer, the master weight totalizer is a 
device that performs functions beyond the typical 
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operations of an integrator.

The changes that are shown in this slide are amend-
ments to existing definitions in Appendix D and are 
also related to terms used in the Belt-Conveyor Scale 
Systems Code. 

The USNWG on Belt-Conveyor Scales believed the 
definition for “loading point” was unclear and needed 
to be further developed. The amendments to this 
definition are expected help to clarify that a loading 
point is a point along the conveyor where a mecha-
nism has been installed for the purpose of depositing 
material on the belt.

Another existing definition that has been modified is 
the definition for master weight totalizer (MWT). This 
definition was also amended to clarify that there is a 
difference between the terms “Master Weight Total-
izer” and “integrator.”  As mentioned in the previous 
slide, there has been a trend to use these two terms 
interchangeably; however, the term MWT describes 
a device that encompasses more than the process 
of integration. The MWT serves also as an indicating 
element and totalizer, whereas the integrator is tech-
nically a component or mechanism that combines 
belt loading and belt travel to provide a weight value 
for material that has passed over the location of the 
weighing element of the belt-conveyor scale.

The final change to the HB44 that I will mention per-
tains to the use of abbreviations for the term “ton.”

There has been inconsistent use of the abbreviations 
for “ton” for many years. The abbreviations: “t;” “tn;” 
and “T” have all been used in various publications to 
indicate the short (or net) ton. This adopted change 
intends to provide uniformity of the application in ab-
breviations used in U.S. standards, those of Measure-
ment Canada, and others.

In addition to inconsistent use of abbreviations within 
sections of HB44, there has been an inconsistent 
use among HB44 and other documents such as the 
National Conference on Weights and Measures Pub-
lication 14 and Measurement Canada documentary 
standards.

The confusion that this inconsistency causes is com-
pounded by the use of similar (but different) units all 
containing ton in their name. For example “short” ton, 
“long” ton, and “metric” ton are units that are used in 
the global marketplace.

Scale manufacturers that produce devices capable 
of indicating values using either SI or U.S. customary 
units produce devices that enable the use of differ-
ent units to indicate weight values. Since “t” has been 
used to indicate both metric ton and short ton, this 
creates a problem when this abbreviation is used in 
the indicated display on these devices.

These adopted changes to the conversion tables in 
HB44 Appendix C are intended to eliminate incon-
sistencies in references in that section. In addition, 
a footnote has been added to these tables stating 
that the use of “tn” as an abbreviation for short ton is 
required as of January 1, 2014. For older devices, ab-
breviations other than “tn” to identify weight values in 
short ton units are permitted. 
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OIML Update

An update on some of the relevant activities occur-
ring in the development of international tandards un-
der the International Organization of Legal Metrology 
(OIML); and I would also like to inform you about the 
most recent activity regarding some of the interna-
tional standards under OIML.

With regard to OIML R50 Continuous totalizing au-
tomatic weighing instruments (belt weighers): Parts 
1&2 (which contains the metrological and technical 
requirements as well as the tests required). This docu-
ment has been recently approved through an on-line 
ballot that concluded July 8th 2013. The next stage 
for parts 1 & 2 of R50 is to be registered with the BIML 
as a Final Draft and then to be published on the OIML 
website.

Part 3 of this document (the test report format) was 
circulated to the project group members as a 2nd 
Committee Draft in July 2013 for a vote. Voting on the 
acceptance of this draft was completed in September 
and resulted in approval. This document will now 
move to a “Draft Recommendation” status.

For OIML R60 Metrological regulation for load cells, 
a 2nd CD of parts 1&2 was circulated among the 
project group members in May 2013. Project group 
members responded with their comments, which will 
be compiled and used in the subsequent draft. Since 
there are a number of unresolved technical issues 
regarding this Recommendation, a meeting has been 
scheduled for the project group in March 2014. This 
meeting will take place at NIST in Gaithersburg, MD.

Part 3 of this document is currently under revision 
and a Working Draft is expected to be circulated for 
review in early 2014.

The revision of OIML R106 Automatic rail weigh-
bridges parts 1&2 has been approved by the CIML 
and has been published on the OIML website. Part 3 
of this Recommendation has been approved through 
an on-line ballot that ended in May 2013 and should 
be published on the website in the near future.

Activities in the NIST Office of Weights and Measures 
(OWM) involving the development of our training 
program.

A significant component of the NIST OWM mission is 
to provide unparalleled training for weights and mea-
sures officials. Many of our training events provide 
instruction for industry personnel as well. 

The shortage of staff in OWM in relation to our work 
load has resulted in challenges faced by our office 
in providing sufficient numbers of opportunities 
for technical training that will meet the needs and 
demands of our customers. One strategy being used 
to manage this shortage of staff is to establish a 
running three to five year schedule of courses to be 
offered. This allows ample time for preparation of 
these courses and reduces the frequency for routine 
updates of class materials.

Another approach to work around this challenge has 
NIST OWM and NCWM collaborating to establish a 
program intended to produce a number of regional 
instructors to provide training of core subject mat-
ter (small capacity scales, retail motor fuel dispens-
ers, etc.). Candidates for these trainer positions were 
recruited and have been provided with “train-the-
trainer” instruction and will initially act as assistant or 
co-instructors alongside NIST OWM staff instructors.

This approach is hoped to eventually provide time 
for NIST instructors to develop additional courses on 
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“specialty devices” that are expected to be offered in 
the future.

One training event taking place in November 2013 is 
a class on the inspection and test of vehicle and axle-
load scales. I will be teaching this class which is being 
hosted by the New Mexico Department of Agriculture 
and held in Las Cruces, NM. Please contact me if you 
are interested.

Please use the contact information on this slide to ad-
dress any questions or concerns you may have. Thank 
you.
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Attendees, Spring 2013
Meeting and Technical Conference

Jeff Andrioff
Mettler‐Toledo, LLC

William Barbera
Systems Associates, Inc.

John Barton
NIST ‐ Weights & Measures Div.

Steven Beitzel
Systems Associates Inc.

Eric Boggs
Mettler‐Toledo, LLC

Tim Broemmer
Avery weigh‐tronix

Norman Brucker
Precision Measurement Stand

O. G. Buchhorn
A‐1 Scale Service

Hayden Cornish
Schenck Process

Robert Feezor
Scale Consulting & Testing

Dennis Fox
Central Illinois scale Co.

Sam Friesen
Unitec Corp.

Brad Fryburger
Rail weigh, Inc.

David Gogolin
Norfolk Southern, Corp.

Shawn Good
Rail Scale, Inc.

Joe Grell
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Clark Guenther
Union Pacific Railroad

Marcus Harwitz
USDA, GIPSA, FGIS

Jon Heinlein
Transcell Technology, Inc.

John Holleman
Systems Associates, Inc.

Rafael Jimenez
TTCI ‐ AAR

Roger Kimber
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Brian Kotylak
Canadian Pacific Railway

John Kowalczyk
Norfolk Southern

Edward Lazo
Union Pacific Railroad

Edward Luthy
Schenck Process

Ervin Marshall
BNSF Railway

Kevin McFadden
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

William Murphy
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Dennis Myers
Rail Scale, Inc.

Jim Norvid
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Mike Powers
Central Illinois Scale

Bill Ripka
Thermo Scientific

Frank Rusk
Coti Global Sensors, Inc.

Robin Shepherdson
Scale‐Tron, Inc.

John Simpson
SPS Solutions, LLC

Dean Smith
D&G Scale, Inc.

Mike Smith
Cardinal Scale Mfg. Co.

Kent Sneller
Retired ‐ B‐Tek

Lou Straub
Fairbanks Scale

Troy Swedlund
Rail Scale, Inc.

Jay Visco
Vishay Transducers

Bud Wagstaff
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

Gary Young
OV Scale & Instruments
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Attendees, Fall 2013
Meeting and Technical Conference

Amy Allen
COTI Global Sensors

William Barbera
Systems Associates Inc

Steven Beitzel
Systems Associates Inc

Eric Boggs
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

Andy Bolden
Coti Global Sensors

Tim Broemmer
Avery Weigh-Tronix

Norman Brucker
Precision Measurement Standards

O. G. Buchhorn
A-1 Scale Service

Hayden Cornish
Schenck Process

Robert Feezor
Scale Consulting & Testing

Dennis Fox
Central Illinois Scale Co.

Brad Fryburger
Rail Weigh, Inc

Kevin Funkhouser
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

David Gogolin
Norfolk Southern Corp.

Shawn Good
Rail Scale, Inc.

Joe Grell
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Jon Heinlein
Transcell Technology, Inc.

John Holleman
Systems Associates, Inc

Ronald Hostetler
Retired - BNSF

Rafael Jimenez
TTCI - AAR

John Kowalczyk
Norfolk Southern

Tom Lafalce
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

John Lawn
Rinstrum, Inc.

Mark Lichwa
OV Scale & Instruments

Edward Luthy
Schenck Process

Kevin McFadden
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

Bobby Moser
B & B Rail Scale Services

William Murphy
Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Jim Norvid
Rice lake Weighing Systems

Mike Powers
Central Illinois Scale

Joe Price
Fairbanks Scales

Bill Ramey
COTI Global Sensors

Joe Rickey
Rinstrum, Inc.

Bill Ripka
Thermo Scientific

Byron School
USDA - GIPSA

Richard Schoppert
R.C. Schoppert & Associates

Damon Smith
CSX

Dean Smith
D&G Scale, Inc.

Mike Smith
Cardinal Scale Mfg. Co.

Kent Sneller
Retired - B-Tek

Troy Swedlund
Rail Scale, Inc.

Jay Visco
Vishay Transducers

Aaron Voreis
Weight and Test Solutions

Brad Young
OV Scale & Instruments

Gary Young
OV Scale & Instruments
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NISA Sponsors
Thanks for your help
After our technical presentations, NISA publishes a Technical Journal containing the subject matter presented 
at the sessions. NISA is dedicated to providing this Technical Journal as a reference for each of our members. 
As you can imagine, the cost of producing, printing and distributing these publications is quite high, and with-
out outside support, woul result in increased dues for our members.

We asked sponsors to help offset the costs of this NISA publication and the hospitality suites at our Confer-
ences. We thank those listed on the following pages for their support.

We will continue to print extra Technical Journals so they will be available to new members to purchase as the 
years go on. We hope that you have enjoyed this publication. If you would like to acquire previous editions, 
please contact us.

We would like to thank those who supported the Technical Publication and hospitality suites, and would ask 
any of you who wish to support future Technical Conferences and Publications to contact Bob Feezor, Secre-
tary/Treasurer, NISA, c/o Scale Consulting & Testing, 35 Stonington Place, Marietta, GA 30068.

D&G Scale
Nevada
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D&G Scale
Utah

Fax: (614) 438-4518
www.mt.com

Mettler-Toledo, LLC
1900 Polaris Parkway
Columbus, Ohio 43240

Phone: (800) 523-5123
Email: indinfo@mt.com

ISO Registered Company

RCSchoppert 
Associates, Inc.

Rail Weigh
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Systems 
Associates, Inc.
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Call for Papers

The National Industrial Scale Association (NISA), which provides a 
mechanism for exchange of technical information and applica-

tions of industrial weighing, invites you to present a paper for our 2014 
Spring and Fall Technical Conferences.

Topics can include truck scales, railroad track scales, tank and hopper 
scales, belt scales and other peripheral equipment involved in the pro-
cess of industrial weighing.

NISA offers you an opportunity to present your information to movers 
and shakers in utilities, railroads and mining, as well as  other end-users 
who are interested in heavy capacity scales. Your presentation will also 
be included in our 2014 Technical Publication.

If you would like the participate in these conferences, contact our Pro-
gram Chairman, Joe Grell:

715-234-9171 or jgrell@ricelake.com
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NISA 2014 Officers

NISA 2014 Directors
Norman Brucker

Consultant
Precision Measurement Standards Inc.

Ed Lazo
Owner/President

Union Pacific Railway

Dennis Fox
VP, Sales and Operations

Central Illinois Scale

President
Gary Young

OV Scale & Instruments

Secretary/Treasurer
Bob Feezor

National Industrial Scale Assocation

Program Chairman
Joe Grell

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Vice President
Bill Ripka

Thermo Scientific

Past President
Kevin McFadden

Mettler-Toledo, LLC

2014 Officers (left to right): Kevin McFadden (Past President), Gary Young (President), Bill Ripka (Vice President), 
Bob Feezor (Secretary/Treasurer), Joe Grell (Program Chairman) and Norm Brucker (Director)

Dean Smith
Owner/President

D&G Scale
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35 Stonington Place, Marietta, GA 30068


